Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) of high energy density and light-weight design, have found wide applications in electronic devices and systems. Degradation mechanisms that caused by lithiation is a main challenging problem for LIBs with high capacity electrodes like silicon (Si), which eventually can reduce the lifetime of batteries. In this paper, a hybrid phase field model (PFM) is proposed to study the fracture behavior of LIB electrodes. The model considers the coupling effects between lithium (Li) -ion diffusion process, stress evolution and crack propagation. Also, the dependency of Elastic properties on the concentration magnitude of Li-ion is considered. A numerical implementation based on a MATLAB finite element (FE) code is elaborated. Then, the proposed hybrid PF approach is applied to a Nanowire (NW) Si electrode particle. It is shown that the hybrid model shows less tendency to crack growth than the isotropic model.
Due to high energy storage density, LIBs are widely used in different technologies such as portable electronic devices and electric vehicles [1] . The working principle of LIB cells lies essentially in the electrochemical potential driven redox reaction in the electrode active materials [2] . In LIBs, Li- ions transfer from the anode and diffuse through the electrolyte towards the cathode during charge and when the battery is discharged, the respective electrodes change roles. Abundant efforts have been made to develop next-generation battery systems with novel electrode materials, however, most candidates with promising electrochemical potential have chemo-mechanical stability problems [3] .
Due to Graphite low volume changes (about 10%) under intercalation, Graphite is a common anode among the commercial batteries [4] . Silicon is a promising candidate material with a theoretical capacity of 4200 mA h/g, which is exceedingly higher than the theoretical capacity of Graphite with 372 mA h/g. Nevertheless, Si shows a volume changes of about 300%, which causes high stress in electrodes that eventually lead to fracture, fragmentation, or pulverization [5, 6, 2] . Cracking of electrodes under diffusion is one of the main reasons for the short life span of LIBs with high capacity electrodes [7] .
For a better understanding of the fracture behavior of LIBs during lithiation, numbers of modeling and computational simulations have been expanded, which can offer insights into the structural reliability of electrodes in LIBs. Ryu et al. [8] used a fracture mechanics approach to study fracture behavior of Si NWs during lithiation/delithiation process. They considered large deformation associated with lithiation and effects of pressure gradients on the diffusion of Li in their study. Grantab and Shenoy [9] proposed a method that accounts for the effects of pressure-gradients within the material on the flux for studying lithiation-induced crack propagation in Si NWs. Their model consists of FE simulations in which the pressure-gradients are computed numerically to capture the effect of the crack-tip on the localized diffusion. Chen et al. [10] established an analytical model to study the stress evolution and crack propagations in spherical particle electrodes during phase transformation. Hu et al. [11] developed an analytical model to study the diffusion induced stress evolution and discussed the crack growth by using stress intensity factor coupled with surface effects. They showed that smaller Si Spherical particles exhibit higher structural integrity. Wang et al. used Peridynamic theory to study the lithiation induced stress and fracture in Si square thin film electrodes [12, 13] , and Si spherical and cylindrical nanoparticles [14] . Gwak et al. [15] investigated the stress evolution and dynamic cracking behavior of Si NWs using a chemo-mechanical model based on the large deformation theory and the bilinear cohesive zone model.
In sharp-interface modeling of phase-separating behavior, a discontinuity is imposed at the interface, and a subsequent strain mismatch will give rise to stress concentration at the interface region [16] .
Phase field modeling as one of the most prominent approaches for the simulation of microstructure evolution is introduced as an alternative to sharp-interface modeling. PFM is based on the thermodynamic description of non-equilibrium states in materials including interfaces and is formulated as a state variable in space and time, the evolution of which controls the pathway towards equilibrium [17] . Phase field fracture models were developed by regularizing the sharp crack topology by a diffuse damage band through the introduction of phase field parameter that discriminate the intact and broken material [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . Phase field fracture models have been employed in order to investigate the fracture behavior of the electrodes in LIBs during lithiation/delithiation process. Zuo electrode during the Li-ion diffusion by using a PFM.
In the isotropic PF fracture models, cracking may arise in regions under compression, thus leading to unphysical crack growth patterns. All the PF fracture models that have been discussed yet are isotropic models. In order to prevent cracking under compressive load states, a tension/compression split of the strain energy is proposed in the so-called anisotropic models [28, 29] . In some PF simulations of lithiation induced stress and fracture in electrode particles in the literature such as [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] , the split of the strain energy into tensile and compressive parts is con- [32] and insertion [33] in the first half cycle and in the 2nd half cycle [34] . Xu et al. [35] investigated the fracture behavior of cylinder electrode particles by using a finite strain PF fracture model, in which phase segregation and electrochemical reaction on both particle surfaces and fracture surfaces have been taken into account.
Nguyen et al. [36] developed a new formulation based on the PF method for modeling stress corrosion cracking induced by anodic dissolution. They coupled classical phase transition model for material dissolution with the mechanical problem and applied their model to an aluminum alloy in a saline medium.
From the computational viewpoint, anisotropic models are significantly more expensive than the isotropic ones, since the tension/compression split of the strain energy leads to nonlinear balance of momentum equations [37] . To overcome this issue, the so-called hybrid PFM has been proposed in recent years [38, 39, 37, 40] . The hybrid formulation formally comprises features from both the isotropic and anisotropic models [37] . In this paper, the author proposes a FE-based hybrid PF model to study the fracture behavior of electrode particle in LIBs during lithiation. The proposed model with coupling effects among Li diffusion, stress evolution and crack propagation, enables a significant reduction of computational cost in comparison with the available anisotropic models.
Phase field model
In this section, a PF model with hybrid formulation based on the total free energy of the system is developed, which is characterized by elastic deformation, Li concentration and crack propagation.
Free energy functional
The total free energy of the system is formulated as a functional of the parameters, u, c and φ [26]
where f u , f c and f φ are the local free energy densities of the displacement field u, Li concentration field c and fracture order field φ, and ∇c and ∇φ are the gradients of concentration and fracture respectively. Also, k c and k φ represent the gradient energy coefficients.
Considering the coupling between the elastic field and the fracture field, f u is described as follows
where ξ u = 1 2 σ : ε indicates the elastic energy density function, σ denotes the Cauchy stress tensor and ε is the infinitesimal strain tensor which is given by
The energetic degradation function g(φ) couples the elastic field and fracture order parameter by considering the stiffness loss between an intact (φ = 1) and a fully broken region (φ = 0). The g(φ)
has to be monotonically decreasing and also satisfies g(0) = 0, g(1) = 1, and ∂g(0)/∂φ = 0. Herein, the fourth quartic polynomial function g(φ) = 4 φ 3 − 3 φ 4 + η is chosen from the several available degradation functions in the literature [37, 41] . The parameter η is a residual stiffness for a fully broken region and its value may not be too small because of stability issues [42] . The influence of the concentration field on the elastic field is modeled in analogy to thermal effects [43, 44] . Therefore, the total infinitesimal strain in the material is decomposed into chemical and elastic parts as
where ε e is the elastic strain and ε c is the chemical strain which is assumed as a hydrostatic dilatation as ε c = (Ω c)/3 I, where Ω is the partial molar volume and I is the second-order unit tensor. The constitutive equation for the mechanical stresses is given by
Therein, D is the fourth-order stiffness tensor.
In general, f c is modeled by a regular solution model [45] or an ideal solution model [46] . Here,
where the constant parameter µ 0 , is the standard chemical potential,
is the Boltzmann constant, c max is the maximum Li concentration, and T is the absolute temperature.
From the [29, 47] , f φ is modeled as follows
where, G cr is the critical energy release rate and l 0 controls the width of the transition area between the unbroken and the broken region. Also, the k φ parameter in Eq. (1), is assumed to be k φ = G cr l 0 .
In the present multi-field modeling, the following coupling effects are considered:
• Li diffusion affects elastic field by the chemical strain ε c .
• Fracture affects elastic field by the energetic degradation function g(φ).
It should be noted that no direct coupling between Li concentration and fracture is considered in this model. Nevertheless, the coupling effects among Li diffusion, elastic field and crack propagation are captured via bridging interactions, i.e. Li concentration can cause elastic deformation which can lead to crack propagation.
Strong form of equations
For each variation of (1) the Cahn-Hilliard equation and the Ginzburg-Landau equation can be derived through a variational method [48] . Due to the characteristic time of the elastic field being far less than the concentration field and fracture field, the evolution equation of displacement is assumed to be quasi-static. The governing equations of the system are derived by solving the Ginzburg-Landau equations for the evolution of locally non-conserved parameters u and φ, and the Cahn-Hilliard equation for the evolution of locally conserved parameter c, [7] ∂u ∂t
wheref is the integral term of the total free energy of the system in (1), and M and χ are molecular mobility and relaxation constant of the fracture order filed respectively.
Equation (8) is the balance of linear momentum which can be written explicitly as
According to (1) and (6), (10) finally yields the mass conservation equation which can be written explicitly as follows ∂c ∂t
where J is the ion flux vector given by
with hydrostatic stress σ p , in turn defined by
So, the evolution of the Li concentration can be written in a more convenient form by inserting (13) into (12) as [7] ∂c
Following [49, 7] , for convenience in the numerical simulations, the fourth order terms in (15) are neglected in numerical study in Sec. 3.
By inserting Eq. (1) and (7) to Eq. (9), the crack propagation equation becomes
The g (φ) is the derivative of energetic degradation function with respect to φ.
Equations (11), (15) and (16) are the strong form of governing equations of the electrode for isotropic PF model.
Hybrid formulations
The isotropic models allow for cracking in regions under compression and interpenetration of the crack faces, hence it yields physically unrealistic crack evolution patterns. To address this issue, the anisotropic models suggest a tension/compression split of elastic energy density function, i.e.,
such that (16) turns into
where the energetic degradation function g(φ) is only applied to the tension part of the elastic energy density function.
Although the anisotropic formulation prevent crack growth in compressive regions, it leads to nonlinear balance of momentum equations, hence makes the numerical treatment more expensive [37] .
The general idea of hybrid (isotropic-anisotropic) formulation is to retain a linear momentum balance equation and also prevent crack growth in regions under compressive load states. To this end, the not separated form of f u in (2) is kept from isotropic model, while (16) is replaced by (18) from anisotropic model which contains tension part of the elastic energy density. Therefore, Equations (11), (15) and (18) are the complete set of governing equations for hybrid PF model. The only seeming disadvantage of the hybrid formulation is that it is variationally inconsistent [37] , however, it does not violate the second law of thermodynamics [50] .
The tension part of the elastic energy density function, ξ + u is given by [50] 
where E is Young's modulus,σ 1 denotes the largest principal value of the effective stresses which is described in Appendix A, and Macaulay brackets are defined as x = max{x, 0}.
Weak form of equations
Utilizing the tests functions η c for c, η φ for φ, η u for u, and integrate over the domain, results in the weak forms of (11), (15) and (18) as
whereċ andφ are the material time derivative of the Li concentration field and fracture order parameter respectively. It should be noted that, the external nodal forces applied on the electrode boundaries are considered in the global residual vector by means of the FE code.
Finite element implementation
In the implementation of numerical method, matrix-vector notation is more convenient than tensor notation. Hence, we switch to the matrix-vector notation for the rest of this paper. In matrix-vector notation, a second-order symmetric tensor is expressed using a vector, while a fourth-order symmetric tensor is expressed using a matrix.
Since the numerical example considered in the present work can be accurately and effectively be treated by a two-dimensional plane strain model. So, the σ, ε and u from (5) and (3) are defined in vector form as
Spatial discretisation
By taking nodal variables as u, c and φ, and utilizing the element shape functions, (20) , (21) and (22) 
where m is the number of nodes of each element and N I is the nodal values of shape functions.
The B I u is the usual strain matrix, and B I c and B I φ are the Cartesian derivative matrices, which are expressed as
Without losing the generality of formulation, test functions can be expressed as the variations of different fields, namely
So, the variational formulations of (20), (21) and (22) are achieved as
Stress vector and hydrostatic stress from (5) and (14) can be decomposed as
where D 1 is the 3 × 3 elasticity matrix in plane-stress or plane-strain cases. Furthermore, D 2 , D 3 and D 4 for plane-stress assumption are expressed as
and for plane-strain assumption are expressed as
in which ν is Poisson's ratio. So, ∇(g(φ) σ p ) can be calculated as
For convenience in differentiation, (D 3 ) T ∇ε = D * 3 ∇ε * , which D * 3 for plane-stress and plane-strain respectively is
and
Temporal discretization
The field variables vector is defined as Q = {u, c, φ} T , hence based on the quasi-static assumption for the displacement, the first and second material time derivative vectors are defined aṡ
T . An implicit time integration method, a Newmark method with time step size ∆t n+1 = t n+1 − t n is used for temporal discretization, where the following approximations forQ andQ at time t n+1 are considered [51, 52] ,
where γ and β are constants parameters. Considering both accuracy and stability, γ and β are set to be γ = β = 0.5. For more details about possible choices of γ and β, see [52, 53] .
Solving system of nonlinear equations of electrode
The nonlinear set of equations of system, (31), (32) and (33), can be written in the following form
The incremental equation system, Newton method is applied to determine the unknown vector Q n+1 .
This leads to the iterative scheme with iteration index i,
which will be calculated at each time step. The nodal residual vector,
, can be expressed as
The tangential stiffness matrix K and damping matrix D can be derived as
The nodal contributions to the K IJ matrix result from
For calculating ∂ (g (φ) ξ + u ) /∂u and ∂ (g (φ) ξ + u ) /∂c in 49g and 49h, the readers are referred to Appendix B. The nodal contributions to the D IJ matrix result from
After forming element stiffness, damping and residuals, they are assembled into the global stiffness matrix, damping matrix and the right-hand side vector. The resulting set of nonlinear equation have been implemented in Matlab. The implementation of the isotropic model is presented in Appendix C.
Irreversibility constraints
Crack propagation is an irreversible process. However, the system of equations does not guarantee the irreversible evolution of non-conserved PF fracture field, where crack healing is possible. To prevent crack from healing, irreversibility constraints are considered. Miehe et al. [29, 47] proposed a local history field of the maximum tension part of the elastic energy density function, which automatically deals with the irreversibility conditions. Nevertheless, this irreversibility condition cannot be used in the present PFM since the boundedness cannot be guaranteed for non-quadratic energetic degradation functions. Herein, a damage like formulation is utilized, where ∆φ = − −∆φ ensures the irreversibility constraint.
Numerical example
To study the crack propagation under diffusion, the hybrid and also isotropic PF simulation of a Si NW electrode is explored. Two-dimensional circular plate is considered for modeling the cross section of NW electrode as shown in Fig. 1 . The radius of the circle plate is equal to R = 60 nm and its thickness is h = 3 µm [54, 55] . Also, there is an initial crack with a length of a, which is located in the center of the specimen plate. The plane strain assumption is conducted and the edges of the models are free from any displacement constraints. As shown a constant Li concentration, c max = 88.67 Kmol/m 3 [8] is applied on boundaries of the electrode. Also, the initial value of concentration in the inner part of electrode is c 0 = c (t = 0) = 1.0 Kmol/m 3 [49] . As the time progresses, Li-ions start to diffuse from outer boundaries into the inner region of the electrode particle. The material properties of Si electrode [49, 56, 57, 58] are listed in Tab. 1. Unless otherwise stated, the fracture properties are set to be G cr = 7 N/m and l 0 = 10 nm, and the length of pre-existing crack is considered to be a = 60 nm. show that for ∆t ≥ 0.006 s the solution process shows divergence and for ∆t ≤ 0.003 s the results are virtually converged in time. The ∆t = 0.0025 s temporal discretization is selected for the next simulations in the paper.
Effect of initial crack length
The evolutions of c and g(φ)σ p distributions in the electrode during the charging process for the isotropic and hybrid model are depicted in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that at the beginning of process, c increases radially from the boundaries into the center of the plate and the interface gradually moves to the center of the NW. As a consequence, volumetric expansion of the electrode is observed which induces stress in the electrode. Despite the NW electrode without a pre-existing crack [60] , here the volumetric expansion is not isotropic and the electrode expands more in the direction perpendicular to the crack length. At early stages of lithiation, when higher concentrations are confined to the outer region of the model, the corresponding volume expansion in this region is hindered by the interior domain which causes compressive hydrostatic stress in the outer region and tensile hydrostatic stress in the inner region of the NW. It is also observed that hydrostatic stress concentrates at the vicinity of the initial crack tips, then it reduces by time which makes the crack more stable. The above outcomes are in agreement with the previous studies in [11, 26, 10, 14, 15] . In addition, by the arrival of concentration front to the vicinity of the crack tips, the concentration distribution in electrode becomes nonuniform and a very high accumulation of c is observed at the tips. This is mainly because that Li-ions transfer from lower hydrostatic stress regions towards higher hydrostatic stress regions based on (12) , which was reported in [7, 27, 13] . Contrary to the c distribution, the distribution of hydrostatic stress becomes uniformed by time evolution. For comprehensive descriptions on the dynamics of lithiation in Si NW one can refer to [60] .
Isotropic
Hybrid Isotropic Hybrid This phenomenon is more pronounced for NW electrodes with larger initial crack. In both models, cracks start to propagate with almost a constant slope until reaching certain values. Then the crack growth stops while crack length continues to increase slightly due to the volumetric expansion. The crack growth starts sooner and also ends sooner for the NWs with larger initial cracks. At the t = 6 s, the crack lengths are increased 62.77%, 22.79% and 159.30% for isotropic models, and 57.05%, 17.18% and 128.38% for hybrid models, respectively for initial crack lengths of 30 nm, 60 nm and 90 nm.
Obviously, the hybrid models show smaller final crack length since they prevent crack growth in compressive regions. The crack lengths for isotropic models at t = 6 s are 13.54%, 3.64% and 4.78% bigger than hybrid models for initial lengths of 30 nm, 60 nm and 90 nm, respectively. Furthermore, Fig. 4 (b) shows that cracks get thicker in the isotropic models which also was observed in Fig. 3 . It is also revealed that crack thickness increases faster in the models with longer initial cracks. 
Effect of fracture properties
The crack length during the lithiation process for two different values of G cr are plotted over the time in Fig. 5 (a) . Crack propagation in models with lesser critical energy release rate starts a little sooner and ends later with significantly bigger crack lengths. Furthermore, the effect of G cr on the crack length at t = 5 s for isotropic and hybrid models is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The increase of the critical energy release rate reduces the crack length for both isotopic and hybrid models with a linear pattern, while, as expected, hybrid models show an average of 4.1% less crack length. Fig. 6 (a) illustrates the evolution of crack length versus time for different values of l 0 . Similar to the critical energy release rate, crack propagation for the models with lesser regularization constant starts sooner and ends later with bigger crack lengths. Also, the increase of l 0 reduces the crack length for both isotopic and hybrid models with an exponential pattern, as shown in Fig. 6 (b) . The isotropic models show 3.74%, 3.69%, 7.19% and 6.53% larger crack length than the hybrid models for l 0 = 5 nm, l 0 = 10 nm, l 0 = 20 nm and l 0 = 30 nm, respectively. 
Conclusions
In this contribution, a hybrid phase field model was proposed to investigate the fracture process of electrodes in Li-ion batteries. The framework links Li-ion diffusion, stress evolution and crack propagation. The model takes account of the dependency of Elastic properties on the Li concentration.
The variational approach along with the finite element method was conducted to obtain the discretized governing equations of the system on space domain. The model was implemented in MATLAB, and all simulations were performed in the same software. Unlike the traditional isotopic models, the proposed hybrid formulation aims to prevent crack growth in the region under compression. Both isotopic and hybrid models were applied to a silicon nanowire electrode particle, and the effects of different initial crack lengths and fracture properties were investigated. The numerical results shown that the hybrid model shows less tendency to crack growth than the isotropic model. Moreover, the increase of the critical energy release rate and regularization constant reduces the crack length with linear and exponential patterns, respectively. The proposed hybrid model has the potential to assist the understanding of the fracture behavior of Li-ion battery electrodes and provides insightful guidelines for the design of next-generation electrodes in the future. It should be noted that the present work is only a preliminary study, and to demonstrate the capability and potential applicability of the proposed hybrid approach there are still different detailed aspects that must be explored. For example, electrodes with geometrical constraints which undergo huge compressive stresses [31, 61] , delithiation process of an electrode, in which compressive stress is generated in the inner part of the electrode [35, 32, 34, 62] , and electrode with multiple pre-existing cracks [7, 13, 35, 14, 25, 32] . Besides, different electrode particles with different shapes and sizes must be investigated.
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